Members: J Arment (Chair), C Freund (Chair), J Casey, J Chontos, J Edge, D Gartland, S Green, J Hamilton, J Harty, D Heller, A Holladay, B Garvey, S Kast, D Kotzev, R Lamb, M Might, D Miller, R Nun, M Peckler, D Price, P Radel, M Snow, J Snyder, D Stephenson, R Swain, D Tharayil, J Vavra, M Williams, J Wilson, R Wygand, D Zoller, H Zychowski

Absent: J Edge, B Garvey, D Gartland, A Holladay, R Lamb, M Might, D Miller, R Nun, S Pease, D Stephenson, R Swain, D Tharayil, J Vavra, J Wilson

Also present: D Clendenning,

Announcements

1. The meeting was called to order.
2. Roll call was taken, a quorum was reached with 16 voting members present, one guest was present.
3. Participants were reminded that the meeting was being conducted according to the NCIGF anti-trust policy.

Business

1. Approval of Minutes from the July 18, 2017 meeting.
2. UDS Help Desk Status Report
   - Inconsistent claimant phone number field in A Record (10 digit numeric) and B Record (20 digit alphanumeric.) This question will be passed on to Darin Miller.
   - Helpdesk question regarding the use of Claimant 00001
   - UDS code for PIP loss transfer within both commercial (305000) and private passenger (785000) auto.
3. UDS Manual Committee Update
   - Field analysis to ensure consistent definitions of fields across record types.
   - No defaults for I Records. Send this back to the I Record Committee.
   - I Record folder type is arbitrary by design. Make this clearer in the definition.

New Business

1. I Record FAQ for UDS Manual Update - Deb, John, and Rich. This item was tabled.